Mission Critical Intelligence to Support the Warfighter

• THREAT ANALYSIS
• STRATEGIC & TACTICAL INTELLIGENCE
• SECURE COMMUNICATIONS
Intelligence Operations Solutions

Threats against our national security are becoming increasingly hard to detect and even harder to prevent. Terrorism, proliferation, biological/chemical warfare, near peer and gray actions, cyber-attacks and counterintelligence are the new norm. To combat these threats, it is critical that we secure an information advantage over our adversaries.

Envistacom’s Intelligence subject matter experts (SMEs) have decades of collective experience within the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC). Our SMEs operate globally supporting collection, analysis, production and dissemination of critical intelligence efforts. We directly support the tactical, operational, and strategic level decision and policy makers to fulfill National Intelligence and DoD requirements.

We have extensive experience in the IT architecture technologies required to sustain 21st century coalition focused intelligence challenges, particularly intelligence collection capabilities and intelligence tradecraft that transcend traditional notions of time, distance, and access.

**CAPABILITIES & SOLUTIONS**

- Identity Intelligence (I2)/ Biometrics/ Counter Improvised Explosive Device (C-IED) Support
- Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR): Sensor operations/ Microelectronics
- Targeting
- HUMINT/SIGINT/GEOINT/MASINT/ OSINT
- Cyber/Space/Infrastructure
- Processing, Exploitation & Dissemination (PED): AI/ML
- Forensics/Exploitation, Document and Media Exploitation
- Counter-Proliferation/CWMD
- All Source Intelligence